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gene-targeted anisamide-
functionalized pBAE nanoparticles as efficient lung
cancer antisense therapies†

Cristina Fornaguera, * Antoni Torres-Coll, Laura Olmo, Coral Garcia-Fernandez,
Marta Guerra-Rebollo* and Salvador Borrós

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is one of the leading causes of worldwide death, mainly due to the lack

of efficient and safe therapies. Currently, NSCLC standard of care for consist on the use of traditional

chemotherapeutics, non-selectively distributed through the whole body, thus causing severe side effects

while not achieving high efficacy outcomes. Consequently, the need of novel therapies, targeted to

modify specific subcellular routes aberrantly expressed only in tumor cells is still urgent. In this context,

the delivery of siRNAs that can know-down overexpressed oncogenes, such as mTOR, could become

the promised targeted therapy. However, siRNA effective delivery remains a challenge due to its

compromised stability in biological fluids and its inability to cross biological and plasmatic membranes.

Therefore, polymeric nanoparticles that efficiently encapsulate siRNAs and are selectively targeted to

tumor cells could play a pivotal role. Accordingly, we demonstrate in this work that oligopeptide end-

modified poly(beta aminoester) (OM-pBAE) polymers can efficiently complex siRNA in small nanometric

particles using very low polymer amounts, protecting siRNA from nucleases attack. These nanoparticles

are stable in the presence of serum, advantageous fact in terms of in vivo use. We also demonstrated

that they efficiently transfect cells in vitro, in the presence of serum and are able to knock down target

gene expression. Moreover, we demonstrated their antitumor efficacy by encapsulating mTOR siRNA, as

a model antisense therapy, which showed specific lung tumor cell growth inhibition in vitro and in vivo.

Finally, through the addition of anisamide functionalization to the surface of the nanoparticles, we

proved that they become selective to lung tumor cells, while not affecting healthy cells. Therefore, our

results are a first step in the discovery of a tumor cell-targeted efficient silencing nanotherapy for NSCLC

patients survival improvement.
Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignancies and
leading causes of worldwide cancer-related deaths, being non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) the most common type and
thus a major cause of death over the world.1 The European
Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) has rated an age-
standardized incidence of around 50 per 100 000 inhabitants,
with an increase death rate in women in Europe for the years to
come, mainly due to the growing of smoking habits in the last
decades.2

Currently, various treatment options are available, including
surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and immunotherapy.
Although, chemotherapy remains the standard of care for most
NSCLC subtypes and disease stages.3 Chemotherapeutic agents
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(i.e. cisplatin) are intravenously administered, so they are
rapidly spread throughout the whole body via the bloodstream
circulation, affecting tumor malignant cells but also all other
rapid dividing cells in the body. Consequently, adverse side
effects such as gastrointestinal problems, infection, fatigue,
and hair loss are common. Therefore, the need for novel tar-
geted therapies is urgent.

It has been known for a long time that tumor cells present
aberrant gene expression, being some genes, named as onco-
genes, overexpressed in tumor cells. In this context, gene
therapy devoted to modifying oncogene expression aroused as
a promising alternative to produce localized effects in the tumor
microenvironment.3 It has the potential to treat a huge variety of
congenic and acquired diseases, such as cancer, in which
traditional pharmacological therapies consisting of small
molecule drugs have failed.4

Oncogenes usually correspond to apoptosis and cell growth
metabolic routes, such as those involved in the Akt/mTOR
pathway3,5 (see Graphical abstract). The mechanistic mammal
target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway is abnormally activated in
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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many NSCLC patients and it has been attributed to NSCLC
development and maintenance. Specically, NSCLC patients
with overexpressed mTOR experience shorter overall and
progression-free survival, thus requiring higher doses of current
treatments to achieve tumor regression.6 In addition, many
other common alterations in oncogenic pathways found in
NSCLC, such as EGFR, TP53 and KRAS genes converge in
alterations of the mTOR gene. Therefore, mTOR has a key role
in the control of cell proliferation and metabolism, through its
function negatively regulating apoptosis for promoting cell
growth and replication.3,6,7 Consequently, inhibition of the
mTOR overexpression has been described as a promising
strategy to treat NSCLC patients showing different mutational
patterns thanks to the decrease of tumor cells growth.6–9 mTOR
has been also related with metastasis development from lung
tumors,10,11 so therapies inhibiting mTOR overexpression are
envisaged in any stage of NSCLC development. To achieve this
inhibition, small interference RNA (siRNA) can be used as
a gene knockdown strategy.

siRNAs, short non-coding RNA duplexes that target mRNA to
produce gene silencing, have broadened the realm of nucleic
acids. They have played an increasingly important laboratory
tool in the last twenty years since their discovery by Fire, Mello
and coworkers in the late nineties.12 They are naturally occur-
ring macromolecules present in mammal cells, that target
specic sequences of mRNA transcripts to avoid their expres-
sion (gene silencing) through cleavage in a sequence-specic
manner. They are advantageous among other silencing
nucleic acids in terms of single mRNA target specicity, which
enhances safety of resulting therapies by reducing off-target
effects.4,13–19 Therefore, their use has spurred cancer research
over the last years to silence genes of interest, including those
impossible to target by using small molecules or proteins.20

Using a siRNA complementary to the mTORmRNA transcript, it
was possible to knockdown the expression of this overexpressed
oncogene and thus, reduce the replicating capacity of tumor
cells.3,16 However, siRNAs are labile molecules, prone to degra-
dation by nucleases, which are present in the whole-body uids
and tissues. In addition, they can enhance immune system
activation and their ability to penetrate cells to be located in the
cytoplasm, their subcellular site of action, is really limited.3,4,17,21

Therefore, although they hold great promise for overexpressed
tumor oncogenes silencing, their therapeutic potential is
hampered when they are used naked. In this context, polymeric
nanoparticles appeared as a promising solution for the selective
delivery of labile nucleic acids. Although the numerous studies
reporting the design of novel polymers for biomedical applica-
tions, with good performance in vitro and even in preclinical
tests, their translation to clinics is markedly limited.22–26 This is
due to the fact that although nanoparticles present many
advantages in a theoretical eld, such as specic vectorization
to the target organ that potentiates therapeutic effects and
reduces side effects, protection of the active principle inside the
nanosystem and spatial and time-controlled release of the
actives they bring; these advantages are difficult to accomplish
in practice.22–26
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In our group, we designed a family of cationic oligopeptide
end-modied poly(beta aminoester) (OM-pBAE) biocompatible
polymers to electrostatic interact with anionic nucleic acids and
form nanometric polyplexes. These polymers are easily bio-
degraded thanks to the presence of ester groups along the
polymer backbone, thus avoiding accumulation-related toxic-
ities. Moreover, thanks to the presence of cationic amino acids,
they promote proton sponge effect when they are endocytosed,
thus releasing their cargo directly in the cytoplasm, only a few
hours aer their in vivo administration.27,28 Additionally, they
can be functionalized to include targeting moieties on their
surface, thus promoting a selective delivery to target cells.29

Thus, they could be selectively directed to tumor cells.
In this context, the main objective of the present study is to

demonstrate that mTOR-encoding siRNA-loaded OM-pBAE
nanoparticles can be easily obtained and that these nano-
particles can promote efficient gene knockdown thus resulting
in a selective tumor cells death without toxic effects in other cell
types. To achieve a selective accumulation of the nanoparticles
only on tumor cells, they have been functionalized, for the rst
time, with anisamide chemical group. We selected anisamide as
the active targeting moiety. Anisamide is a ligand that binds to
Sigma receptor, a receptor known to be overexpressed in
a variety of tumors like non-small cell lung cancer.30,31 Although
its mechanism of action to determine interaction with the
receptor has not been clearly elucidated yet32,33 its use for tumor
cells selective targeting has demonstrated clear, namely for
prostate cancer, where numerous references exists.30,31,34 Thus,
the presence of anisamide on the surface of pBAE nanoparticles
was hypothesized to promote their selective accumulation on
tumor cells. To achieve our objective, we started with the
synthesis of this new polymer, including anisamide as the tar-
geting moiety. Following, once nanoparticles synthesized, they
were physicochemically characterized. Then, nucleic acid
binding, entrapment efficiency and stability in serum to achieve
cytoplasmatic delivery of the siRNA was demonstrated, together
with their hemo- and biocompatibility. Next in vitro and in vivo
studies demonstrated their capacity to produce a selective
mTOR gene knockdown that ends up with tumor cells death,
together with the selective lung tumor cell targeting.

Results
OM-pBAE polymers efficiently encapsulate siRNA forming
small cationic nanoparticles

Oligopeptide end-modied poly(beta aminoester) (OM-pBAE)
nanoparticles were formulated, based on our previous
experience,35–37 using the so-called C6 polymer, which includes
hexylamine as a monomer to achieve the half of its lateral
chains with a higher hydrophobicity, previously demonstrated
to result in more stable nanoparticles, able to be lyophilized
without losing their properties.36,38 Concerning the end-
oligopeptide modications, 60/40 w/w mixture of arginine/
histidine (R/H)-modied pBAEs was used, since they were
previously reported to form discrete nanometric particles. The
addition of a lyoprotectant buffer enabled the freeze-drying of
the nanoparticles without losing their quality control attributes.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29987



Fig. 1 OM-pBAE can complex with siRNA and form spherical nanoparticles, stable in the presence of serum proteins. Electrophoretic mobility
shift assay showed: (A) the retardation of the scrambled siRNA when encapsulated in NPs, either without (w/o) and with FBS incubation, at
different N/P ratios, that was (B) quantified. (C)Table summarizing the NPs physicochemical characteristics. Results correspond to the mean
values± standard deviation calculated from at least, a triplicate. (D) Nanoparticle concentration as a function of the presence of FBS, as quantified
by NTA. (E)–(G) CryoTEM analysis of OM-pBAE nanoparticles without and with the presence of FBS. (E) and (F) correspond to micrographs of
OM-pBAE nanoparticles, without and with FBS, respectively, where yellow (30–40 nm) and orange (80 nm) correspond to nanoparticle
diameters, and red circles (160 nm) to nanoparticle-FBS protein aggregates. In (G), histograms representing the cryo-TEM diameters of
nanoparticles are presented.
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In the current work, since it was the rst time that this specic
combination of OM-pBAE was used for the encapsulation of
small interfering RNA (siRNA, codifying either from GFP, mTOR
or non-codifying – scrambled), we rst conrmed their capacity
to encapsulate this kind of nucleic acids. As it can be observed
in Fig. 1, and as expected, naked siRNA penetrated and run
though agarose gel. When it was encapsulated in OM-pBAE
nanoparticles, the signal disappeared, which indicated that
siRNA had been retained in the well by the polymer, thus, all
tested ratios were able to allow the electrostatic interaction
between the cationic pBAE polymers and the anionic siRNA for
the complexation of siRNA in discrete nanoparticles. To go deep
into the study of complexation capacity, the same experiment
was performed with a previous incubation of NPs with FBS, to
simulate the physiological environment that nanoparticles will
nd when intravenously administered. The destabilization
under the presence of proteins has been described previously,
thus not enabling systemic delivery and transforming therapies
to local deliveries, as performed before in our group.16 Different
polymer/siRNA mass ratios were tested. In this present case, as
quantied in Fig. 1B, 10/1 ratio was not sufficient to enable the
complete encapsulation of siRNA. Therefore, blood proteins, as
described in previous studies,37 have a key role in the biological
identity of nanoparticles, which is required to study if in vivo
systemic administration is envisaged; thus, it was decided to
continue the experiments with 25/1 N/P ratio, since it was the
minimum polymer amount required to complex siRNA. It must
be remarked that 10/1 and even 25/1 N/P ratios represents a very
low amount of polymer, as compared to previous pBAE nano-
particles, required to encapsulate siRNA and protect it from
destabilization by protein attachment, advantageously from our
previous studies in terms of toxicity reduction,16 effect that can
be attributed to the possibility to lyophilize nanoparticles.
Although there are a few previous studies dealing with nucleic
acids encapsulation that report so low N/P ratios,3 they did not
achieve a complete siRNA encapsulation and, in fact, most
previous reports required higher amounts of polymer,16–18,39–42

reaching to N/P ratios around 100/1 in most cases and even
requiring 450/1 to achieve a complete gene silencing;42 which is
detrimental in terms of nanoparticles efficiency and biocom-
patibility, due to the above-mentioned low N/P ratio and
consequent reduced polymer amount, which only plays the
carrier function. Therefore, our polymers are efficient in com-
plexing high amounts of siRNA.

Once selected the most appropriate N/P ratio to complex
siRNA, resulting nanoparticles were physicochemically charac-
terized. The three siRNAs used along this work were encapsu-
lated since they have different molecular weight (scrambled =

13.3 kDa; GFP = 12 kDa; mTOR = 9.5 kDa), which could affect
properties of nanoparticles. Results, observed in Fig. 1C, show
that independently on the siRNA molecular weight, we were
able to achieve small nanometric particles (diameters lower
than 200 nm in all formulations) and a very low polydispersity,
which enables to denemost of them asmonodisperse systems.
It is worth remarking the small sizes with lower PDI achieved as
compared to other pBAE nanoparticles,39–41 which are advanta-
geous in terms of our nal aim: the intravenous administration.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In addition, and as we demonstrated before,36 we have a robust
methodology for the efficient lyophilization of our nano-
particles that does not affect their physicochemical properties.
To remark, as already discussed in our previous studies,43,44 the
hydrodynamic diameters of the nanoparticles slightly shrinked
due to freeze-drying, which can be attributed either to the
elimination of possible solvents/buffers form the inner struc-
ture of the nanoparticle or to the interactions of the sucrose,
added as lyoprotectant, with the polymer/nucleic acid,
contributing to the stabilization of the polyplexes.

Small nanometric sizes below 200 nm were conrmed by
cryoTEM analysis (Fig. 1E). In fact, by cryoTEM, mean diameter
sizes of serum-free nanoparticles were found to be around
80 nm (Fig. 1G), markedly lower than those found by DLS/NTA,
difference already expected since the rst technique measures
the hard sphere size of the nanoparticles, while light scattering
techniques measure the hydrodynamic diameter. When nano-
particles were incubated with FBS (Fig. 1F and G), their size was
found even smaller, of around 35 nm of mean diameter. This
effect, previously reported in bibliography to affect nucleic acid
packaging by cationic polymers,45,46 could be attributed to
a nanoparticle shrinkage produced by their interaction with FBS
proteins: it seems that serum proteins produce some kind of
protective effect by coating nanoparticles surface to look for the
most thermodynamically stable conformation. As it can be seen
in micrographs of Fig. 1F, nanoparticles, although without
losing their integrity and sphere morphology, interacted with
FBS producing nanometric aggregates of sizes around 160 nm.
siRNA encapsulation in pBAE nanoparticles allows its in vivo
use thanks to protecting it from nucleases and ensuring safe
formulations

OM-pBAE showed an entrapment efficiency higher than 60% in
all cases (Fig. 2A). Although no signicant differences were
found, it is clear that mTOR siRNA was the one demonstrating
a higher encapsulation (around 90%), which was attributed to
the smaller size of this siRNA as compared to the other two. The
smaller the nucleic acid length to encapsulate, the easier its
encapsulation when using pBAE polymers, as we expected from
our experience encapsulating other types of nucleic acids (see
Table S1, from ESI†). These entrapment efficiencies are high as
compared to other nanoparticle types, and taking into account
that the N/P ratios used include less polymer than most previ-
ously reported nanoparticles.39–41,47 In addition, the therapeutic
formulation, that one encapsulating siRNA mTOR, shows an
almost complete encapsulation, thus the results are promising.
Nevertheless, if required, polymer ratio could be increased to
increase entrapment efficiency. In close relationship, the
loading capacity was around 3%, showing an increase when
mTOR siRNA was used. Although the notable amount of poly-
mer that contributes to the low drug loading percentage, these
values are higher than those obtained by other authors using
similar polymers.41,48 This means that the formulation is
balanced through the siRNA: using a same amount of polymer,
we are able to encapsulate a higher amount of siRNA; which
added to the lower N/P ratios as compared to those found in
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29989



Fig. 2 OM-pBAE can efficiently complex and protect siRNA from
nucleases forming non-toxic polymeric nanoparticles. (A) Entrapment
efficiency and loading capacity (in %); (B) Example of a gel electrophoresis
of nucleases degradation assay; and (C) quantification of the bands
intensity of OM-pBAE nanoparticles encapsulating siRNAs as a function
of the encoded gene. (D) Percentage of hemolysis; and (E) and (F)
percentage of cell viability of siRNA-loaded pBAE nanoparticles; as
a function of the siRNA concentration, incubation time and type of siRNA
encapsulated, compared to a negative control (C−, non-treated cells)
and a positive control (C+, 200 nM siRNA complexed with Lipofectamine
2000); of: (E) A549 cells; and (F) BEAS-2B cells. Results correspond to the
mean values ± standard deviation calculated from at least, a triplicate.

29990 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001
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previous bibliography (see Fig. 1) makes our nanoparticles more
efficient in terms of using a reduced amount of the carrier as
compared to the active principle (the siRNA). In fact, the
number of siRNA molecules per nanoparticle can be calculated
knowing the siRNA concentration added and the number of
nanoparticles per volume unit (found from NTAmeasurements,
Fig. 1D). Thanks to this low N/P ratio, we are able to encapsulate
more than 4000 siRNA molecules/NP, which is two orders of
magnitude higher than values reported previously.49 This is
a clear competitive advantage in terms of costs and process
efficiency that should facilitate the arrival of nanoparticles to
marketing.

To enable the in vivo use of these nanosystems, it is required
to protect the encapsulated siRNA from degradation by nucle-
ases, which are common in biological systems. A rst indication
that pBAEs are able to protect encapsulated siRNAs was found
when testing the complexation stability. As reported above,
when nanoparticles were incubated with FBS, to simulate
physiological proteins, we found siRNA encapsulation from 25/
1 ratios (Fig. 1). Further, to conrm nucleases protection,
nanoparticles were incubated with ribonucleases, which
specically degrade naked RNA before it arrives to its biological
fate. OM-pBAE nanoparticles were able to circumvent RNAses
attack, thus, achieving more than 80% of the RNA integrity
protection (Fig. 2B and C), slightly higher than data from
previous studies with similar particles.18,41 Therefore, our OM-
pBAE nanoparticles are able to protect RNA from nucleases,
being this another competitive advantage in terms of direct in
vivo administration of nanoparticles.

Concerning cellular compatibility, since we aim a parenteral
use of our formulation, both hemocompatibility and cell
compatibility were studied in parallel (Fig. 2D to F). As for
hemocompatibility, as expected, the increase on the nano-
particle concentration and the incubation time, produced an
increase in hemolysis from 0 to 20 mM siRNA concentration,
where a plateau of hemolysis was reached (Fig. 2D). Aer 10min
incubation, 10% hemolysis was produced from 5 mM siRNA
concentration. Nevertheless, increasing the incubation time up
to 24 h, around 70% hemolysis was produced at siRNA
concentrations equal or higher than 10 mM. Hemotoxicity was
also found in previous studies using other kinds of polymeric
nanoparticles,50 although hemolysis has not been routinely
studied in most studies that have already performed in vivo
tests. Our nanoparticles are intended to be administered
through intravenous route, thus, their blood compatibility is
a must. Although aer 24 h, high hemolysis percentages were
found at high siRNA concentrations, this is not an issue con-
cerning in vivo use. It must be taken into account that, once in
circulation, nanoparticles are distributed to organs and
extravasated in someminutes;51 therefore, they are not expected
to circulate through bloodstream more than this time. In
addition, concentrations tested could be in the range or even
higher than those required for in vivo use,10 so decreasing the
concentration has been demonstrated to reduce hemolysis.
Consequently, since at 10 min hemolysis percentages are very
low, these nanoparticles are considered appropriate for their
intravenous use.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 OM-pBAE promoted nanoparticle uptake and reporter gene silencing. (A) Percentage of nanoparticle uptake, by labelling the polymer
with cyanine 5 and the siRNA with cyanine 3; and (B) percentage of siRNA GFP gene silencing, both, after 48 h incubation. (C) and (D) Confocal
micrographs analysis of A549 cells uptake and silencing. (C) Untreated eGFP-A549 cells, compared with those treated with different doses of
siRNA eGFP. Individual channels images and merged micrograph. (D) Images for the X, Y and Z planes projection of a 3D reconstruction of
a confocal analysis of the 200 nM siRNA dose. Scale bar = 25 mm.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29991
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Cytotoxicity studies, performed in two model cell lines: A549
cells as tumor model to treat, and BEAS-2B as healthy epithelial
non-target cells, showed that only using mTOR siRNA,
a concentration-dependent cytotoxicity was produced, and only
in target tumor cells (Fig. 2E and F). As expected, in cultures of
model healthy cells, no cytotoxicity was observed in any condi-
tion, except for lipofectamine (positive control) used, as widely
reported previously.35 In addition, OM-pBAE polymers neither
siRNA macromolecules are toxic by themselves since the use of
a non-codifying siRNA as well as that codifying for a reporter
protein (GFP) did not produce any toxicity (Fig. 2E and F). It is
important to remark the lung tumor cells death produced by
mTOR siRNA encapsulated nanoparticles. These results will be
further discussed in the next section, where the efficacy of
engineered nanoparticles is detailed.
pBAE NPs promoted enhanced uptake and transfection of
encapsulated reporter siRNA

Once conrmed the safety of the proposed mTOR siRNA-loaded
OM-pBAE nanoparticles treatment, their cellular interaction
was studied. Firstly, NPs uptake was studied in model lung
cancer cells, by labelling the polymer and the siRNA simulta-
neously (Fig. 3A). As expected, we observed a concentration
dependent uptake, both for the polymer and for the siRNA,
arriving to the whole uptake at the highest dose tested (200 nM)
aer 24 h nanoparticle incubation with cells, according to
previous studies which found the maximum uptake aer this
time using similar or even higher concentrations.41,52 Following,
silencing efficacy was tested using a siRNA codifying for
a reporter gene, GFP, to silence the expression of A549-GFP
cells, previously labelled to constitutively express this reporter
gene. As shown in Fig. 3B, the dose of 200 nm was required to
achieve 50% of GFP silencing, which could be attributed to its
higher uptake efficacy. Therefore, our nanoparticles are effi-
cient in silencing genes in vitro. Free siRNA cannot diffuse
through plasmatic membranes, due to their high molecular
weight and overall negative charge,41 therefore, with these data,
we re-conrm our previous study in which we demonstrated the
ability of cationic OM-pBAE polymer to facilitate association
with anionic cell membranes and subsequent internalize
nucleic acids.27 The correlation between polymer and siRNA
uptake also conrms that even using this reduced N/P ratio, the
polymer amount is sufficient to enable the complete internali-
zation of the whole siRNA amount and reinforce the idea of the
nanoparticle stability until they penetrate cells (see Fig. 2). At
this point, it is important to remark that all in vitro experiments
were performed in the presence of FBS, since we previously
conrmed particles stability in serum conditions. This is
advantageous as compared to other particles, such as the
commonly used polyethyleneimine (PEI) polyplexes, which
require a serum-free media to enable nucleic acids transfection
and thus, they cannot be used for in vivo applications.53,54 These
silencing efficiencies are like those found in previous studies
using similar polymers to encapsulate siRNAs codifying by
different genes.42,55 Nevertheless, taking into account that this
dose was far from being toxic and in our previous studies using
29992 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001
other nucleic acid types we could use higher particle concen-
trations,35 if a higher silencing percentage would be necessary,
we could test higher siRNA doses, which is not possible in
previous studies found in literature, in which they achieved very
high silencing efficiencies but together with high mortality
ratios, probably caused by the use of high doses of polymer and
high N/P ratios.18,42,56 Accordingly, longer nanoparticle incuba-
tion times could also result in higher silencing efficiencies.55

Going deep into particles uptake and transfection studies,
we further performed confocal microscopy to localize particles
inside cells (Fig. 3C and D). We selected three siRNA doses, 10,
50 and 200 nM; corresponding to 10, 40 and 100% uptake and
10, 15 and 60% silencing efficiencies respectively. Concerning
uptake labelling, both uorophores can be found in the whole
cell cytoplasm (Fig. 3C and D), and not only on cell surface, thus
conrming that both, polymer and siRNA penetrate cells.
Although Cy5 and Cy3 signals are both higher when increasing
the concentration, the overall uorescence of Cy5 is much
higher than that from Cy3, as expected, since even using this
low N/P ratios, polymer concentration is in an excess in the
formulation, but this excess is required to maintain nano-
particles formed, as we demonstrated in our previous study,27

due to the dynamic character of the formulation. In addition, it
is worth noting that both signals do not colocalize completely,
which means that, once inside the cell, particles decomplex and
each component follows its fate. This result was already ex-
pected, thanks to the ability of pBAE polymers to escape from
endosomes due to the proton sponge effect,39,40 but this is the
rst time that we can visualize this effect under the microscope.
pBAE NPs are able to silence mTOR and produce a tumor cell
specic growth inhibition in vitro

mTOR silencing and specic capacity to inhibit tumor cells
growth was studied by comparing the effect of siRNA codifying
for mTOR with that of a non-codifying siRNA (scrambled), to
discard the possible interference of the polymer on the result.
mTOR protein expression aer 72 h nanoparticle incubation,
quantied by western blot, was normalized using b-actin,
a constitutively expressed protein (Fig. 4A–C). As expected, the
use of a scrambled siRNA did not produce any effect on the
mTOR protein expression; while the use of anti mTOR siRNA
was able to decrease mTOR expression in a concentration
dependent manner, thus achieving the highest mTOR protein
expression inhibition when higher siRNAmTOR concentrations
were used. Our OM-pBAE nanoparticles were able to silence up
to 60% of mTOR expression, when siRNA mTOR was encapsu-
lated at 100 nM. As discussed by GFP silencing, this silencing
efficiency is within the order of magnitude of previous reports,
but in our case, our nanoparticles can be considered more
efficient since we achieved these high silencing aer shorter
times of particles incubation (72 h vs. >5 days in previous
studies) and with lower N/P ratios and concentrations that are
completely biocompatible with cells and could be increased
safely in case of higher silencing required.35,42,55

Additionally, tumor cells specic growth inhibition was
studied by quantifying their viability in vitro, as represented in
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 mTOR silencing efficiency in lung tumor model cells. (A)–(C) Expression of mTOR protein determined by western blot analysis in A549
cells, after 72 h nanoparticle incubation, by using increasing concentrations of pBAE nanoparticles loaded with scrambled or mTOR siRNAs (see
whole western blots in Fig. S9†). (A) Western blot image showing a marked reduction of mTOR protein when cells were transfected with
increasing amounts of mTOR siRNA encapsulated in OM-pBAE nanoparticles. (B) Western blot image showing a similar concentration of mTOR
protein when cells were transfected with increasing amounts of scrambled siRNA encapsulated. (C) Quantification of the band intensity signal
corresponding to themTOR protein concentration, normalized by b-actin expression. (D) Percentage of viability, as a function of incubation time
and type of siRNA encapsulated, for two different cell lines incubated with 200 nM siRNA. (E) Tumor volume growth as a function of time, for the
treated and control groups. (F) Individual values of the tumor volume quantification at the final time point. Results correspond to the mean ±
standard deviation calculated from at least, a triplicate.
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Fig. 4D. As already indicated, only those nanoparticles loading
the mTOR siRNA produced a dose-dependent cytotoxic effect
only in A549 lung tumor model cells, in a time-dependent
manner while healthy cells and those treated with scrambled
siRNA growth normally. This toxicity, higher aer 6 days mTOR
siRNA incubation, can be attributed to the inhibition of the
mTOR gene, overexpressed in lung tumor cells, as for biblio-
graphic data,3,52 since nanoparticles loaded with other siRNAs
did not produced any cytotoxicity. In addition, the incubation of
these nanoparticles with healthy cells did not produce toxic
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
effects. Therefore, this experiment represents the conrmation
of the safety character of our nanoparticles in healthy, non-
targeted tissues, as well as their efficacy in lung tumor cells,
which make them specic against the target cells.

Additionally, in vivo local administration of the mTOR
siRNA-loaded nanoparticles conrmed their capacity to signif-
icantly retard tumor growth (Fig. 4E and F), which is another
promising result referring to the efficacy of our system. Never-
theless, when thinking on translating these preclinical results
to clinics, for lung tumor patients, the intratumoral
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29993
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administration is only feasible for resected patients during the
surgical procedure. However, in most cases, they are diagnosed
in late metastatic disease stages, where tumors are spread and
surgery is not recommended, and this is why the addition of an
active targeting moiety is encouraged.57–62

The addition of a targeting moiety is required to achieve
a selective effect on tumor cells: anisamide functionalization
as the solution

Although the previously promising results in terms of selective
mTOR silencing of tumor cells, it is fair to comment that this
selectivity can be observed in a non-competitive in vitro envi-
ronment, where no other cells are present. Therefore, for the
success of a systemic parenteral in vivo therapy, the addition of
a selective targeting moiety was required.

In our case, we covalently attached the anisamide chemical
group to our OM-pBAE polymers (Fig. 5A). Specically, this new
targeted polymer was oligo-peptide end modied with arginine
and the new targeted nanoparticles (named in the further as AA-
pBAE) were a mixture of 30% of R polymer + 30% of R polymer
Fig. 5 Development of the anisamide-targeted nanoparticles that sel
synthetic procedure in Fig. S7, from ESI†). (B) Encapsulation efficacy of p
Table summarizing the NPs physicochemical characteristics. (E) Transfect
line. Results correspond to the mean values ± standard deviation calcul
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functionalized with the anisamide (AA) targeting moiety + 40%
of H polymer (30/30/40). To remark, 40% of histidine-modied
polymer was maintained to enable the correct lyophilization, as
we described previously.63 Since it was the rst time that this
specic mixture of polymers was used for the encapsulation of
genetic material, we rst conrmed their capacity to encapsu-
late siRNA mTOR. Different ratios of OM-pBAE : siRNA were
tested from 25 : 1 to 100 : 1. EMSA gel shows that while naked
siRNA has penetrated and run thought agarose gel, when siRNA
was encapsulated in OM-pBAE nanoparticles, the signal dis-
appeared, indicating that de genetic materials is encapsulated
into discrete nanoparticles (Fig. 5B). The ratio chosen was the
75 : 1, which demonstrated a full encapsulation for siRNA
mTOR (Fig. 5B and C). To note, more polymer amount is
required when anisamide targeting was added, which could be
attributed to the addition of the targeting moiety using a poly(-
ethylene glycol) side chain, which decreases the overall cationic
charge of the polymer chain, making it necessary a higher
amount of polymer to encapsulate a same quantity of nucleic
acid. The hydrodynamic diameter of the AA-pBAE NPs was
ectively act on tumor cells. (A) Chemical structure of AA-pBAE (see
BAE nanoparticles by EMSA gel. (C) Quantification of the EMSA gel. (D)
ion efficiency of pGFP-loaded NPs, as a function of the NP type and cell
ated from at least, a triplicate.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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slightly higher than those found for siRNAmTOR encapsulating
non-targeted nanoparticles, also attributed to the presence of
the anisamide-functionalized lateral chains, maintaining
a monodisperse and cationic population (Fig. 5D).

Regarding the effect of the anisamide targeting, it was
studied in vitro, rst by a selectivity test of transfection efficacy
in non-target (BEAS-2B) as compared to target (A549 and H460)
lung tumor cell models. As clearly shown in Fig. 5E, while in
non-target cells, transfection was enhanced only 14%, the
increase on the transfection raised up to 36% and to 57% in
A549 and H460 target tumor cells. Thus, it is clear the selective
targeting effect of the anisamide functionalization in tumor
cells, attributed to the interaction of NPs with the plasmatic
membrane, not only by electrostatic charges but also to the
sigma receptor.

Discussion

mTOR gene has been widely related with different types of
tumors development, being nowadays levels of mTOR
a biomarker for predicting lung tumor responses. Specically,
in NSCLC, its overexpression has been demonstrated as
a predictor of shorter overall and progression-free survival in
patients under current treatments.6,7 Therefore, any strategy
that aims to the downregulation or silencing mTOR gene could
represent a promising treatment, that, administered before
current standard of care therapies, could sensitize patients and
prolong their progression-free survival. Small-interfering RNA
(siRNA) are molecules of interest for gene silencing, since they
are non-coding short duplexes of RNA that interact specically
with only one mRNA target, thus achieving its silencing in
a post-transcriptional level avoiding off-target effects. Never-
theless, as small nucleic acids, siRNA are very labile molecules,
which easily degrade when in contact with physiological tissues
and uids, so for their in vivo use, a carrier that enables its
stability until delivery site is a must.21,48,64,65 Therefore, the
ultimate objective of our present work was the development of
a polymeric delivery system capable of mTOR silencing through
a siRNA selective delivery to non-small cell lung cancer cells,
using oligopeptide-end modied poly(beta aminoester) nano-
particles (OM-pBAE). OM-pBAE nanoparticles are polymers of
quite low molecular weight, advantageous fact in terms of
siRNA encapsulation thanks to the polymer exibility and
adaptability to the nucleic acid conformation to form small
nanometric particles.56 Non-specic delivery strategies that
widespread active principles through the whole body have
a reduced efficacy and, consequently, increased toxic side
effects, due to accumulation in non-target organs. Therefore,
the use of specically targeted nanosystems could represent
a competitive advantage among traditional strategies. To ach-
ieve this objective, in here, we used AA-pBAE nanoparticles,
specically modied with the anisamide moiety on their
surface, since it was previously demonstrated the capacity of
this benzyl derivative to selectively interact with sigma recep-
tors, overexpressed in tumor cells.30,31,33,34

In here, we achieved small nanometric particles (Fig. 1), with
sizes appropriate to facilitate cellular uptake.3 These
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nanoparticles have a high encapsulation efficiency for the
protection of siRNA from RNAses attack (Fig. 2), and were stable
in the presence of serum, which usually hampers nano-
formulations due to the formation of protein corona
surrounding nanoparticles that interferes with cationic poly-
mers packaging capacity and does not enable or modies their
biological fate.3,47,53,66,67 This was demonstrated not only by
incubating nanoparticles with FBS (Fig. 2), but also by the
possibility to perform transfections under serum presence
(Fig. 3), only achieved by a reduced number of nanoparticle
types before.53,54,56 Additionally, our nanoparticles were formed
using low N/P ratios (maximum 75/1 when adding the targeting
moiety), which is advantageous in terms of safety and economic
issues, as siRNAs are the active principles to maximize and
polymers could produce undesired toxicity, being them usually
the most toxic component of the formulations. Although the
higher stability in the presence of FBS is an advantage, it can be
also a drawback, since the decomplexation of the polyplexes is
required to achieve further cell transfection.53 This double edge
sword was not problematic for our nanoparticles, since serum-
stable pBAE nanoparticles were able to efficiently transfect cell
cultures in the presence of serum proteins, since, as previously
discussed, FBS did not compromise their integrity and stability
(Fig. 3); advantageous fact as compared to previous studies, in
which the formation of protein coronas surrounding nano-
particles destabilized them and did not enable cell trans-
fection.53,54 It is worth remarking this effect, since the addition
of polyanions, coming from serum proteins, did not hamper the
stability of our pBAE nanoparticles, formed by electrostatic
interactions, as previously reported in other electrostatic poly-
plexes, which can be attributed to the use of the so-called C6
polymer, as previously referred to be more stable than the rst
C32 polymer version, thanks to its higher hydrophobicity in
lateral chains.35,36,54,68 In this sense, our nanoparticles are
advantageous for their further in vivo use, since aer their
intravenous administration, they are expected to retain their
capability to transfect target cells. Even having this high
stability in presence of serum, pBAE were also able to deliver
siRNA in the cytosol thanks to the demonstrated buffering
capacity of their primary and secondary amine groups (proton
sponge effect), required to escape from endosomes,39,40 thus
making siRNA accessible to promote efficient gene silencing in
vitro (Fig. 3 and 4). The cytosol localization of the gene material
was demonstrated in our previous article27 without the need of
adapting polymers for a cytoplasmic targeting, required in other
studies.15 At the same time, during endosomal scape, pBAEs are
degraded thanks to their ester, amine and sulde bonds in their
structure, easily hydrolysable in aqueous conditions, in
reducing environments and due to the presence of specic
enzyme, as it happens in late endosomes.52 This was demon-
strated here by confocal microscopy studies (Fig. 3), in which
the decomplexation of the particles is demonstrated by the
differential subcellular localization of polymer and siRNA.
Additionally, the in vivo demonstration of the efficacy of our
nanoparticles in silencing mTOR gene and, consequently,
reducing tumor growth in mice models became a promising
milestone that encouraged further use of this formulation for
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29995
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lung cancer antitumor therapy. However, this study required
a local intratumor administration, not feasible for patients,
usually diagnosed at late stages of the disease, involving
a metastatic, non-localized tumor development.58,69

Being aware that a possible limitation of our study was the
lack of a specic targeting moiety; we continued it by adding
anisamide in the lateral chains of the polymer (AA-pBAE), since
this benzyl derivative was previously reported to selectively bind
to sigma receptors, overexpressed in many tumor cells, and,
among them, lung cancer.30,31,33,34 Through an array of in vitro
studies (Fig. 5), we were able to demonstrate that the addition of
this active targeting did really produced a selective action of the
mTOR siRNA on lung tumor model cells. In comparison with
numerous previous biocompatibility studies in which they only
demonstrated the cytotoxicity expected in lung tumor
models,3,15,52 we went a step further and successfully demon-
strated the safety of our proposed novel therapy in healthy cells
(i.e. epithelial cells), which is a must even including a targeting
moiety, since receptors are overexpressed, but not solely
expressed, in tumor cells. In addition, we demonstrated that
this toxicity is produced by the specic inhibition of mTOR
overexpression in tumor cells, since lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) viability studies, which measure membrane integrity, did
not show any differences between negative controls and
samples tested (Fig. S8†), thus conrming that even membrane
integrity is not lost, the specic inhibition of the mTOR gene is
the cause of the specic tumor cells mortality. It is fair to
recognize that cytotoxic effects were present in tumor cells
because they are continuously growing cells and mTOR is
implicated in the cell growth and proliferation metabolic
pathway by regulating protein synthesis in NSCLC cells,3 not so
activated in other healthy cell types. However, in organisms,
there exist continuously growing tissues, which could also be
affected by side effects of our therapy. This is the reason why we
selected two epithelial cell models as non-target cells, to
demonstrate the safety of our nanoparticles expected in vivo in
continuously growing cells (Fig. 4 and 5).

Therefore, taking all results together, we are convinced that
we have found a promising candidate, appropriate to be intra-
venously administered, for the treatment of NSCLC patients in
a near future.

Experimental
Materials

Reagents and solvents used for synthesis were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich and Panreac. CK3 (NH2-Cys-Lys-Lys-Lys-COOH)
and CH3 (NH2-Cys-His-His-His-COOH) peptides were ob-
tained from GL Biochem (Shanghai) Ltd with a purity of at least
98%. pGFP used was amplied in the research group, using the
PureLink™ HiPure Plasmid Filter Maxiprep Kit. siRNAs were
acquired from Dharmacon™ (GE Dharmacon USA). Three
different siRNAs were used, that codied for: (1) nothing
(scrambled, as a control; MW= 12 000 g mol−1); (2) GFP protein
(GFP duplex I; MW = 13 300 g mol−1); and (3) mTOR protein
(SMARTpool: ON-TARGETplus mTOR siRNA with the following
sequences: GGCCAUAGCUAGCCUCAUA,
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CAAAGGACUUCGCCCAUAA, GCAGAAUUGUCAAGGGAUA, and
CCAAAGCACUACACUACAA MW = 9500 g mol−1). In addition,
cyanin-3 labelled siRNA anti-GFP (Silencer™ Cy™ 3-labeled
siRNA) was also used for uptake studies. They were used at an
initial concentration of 50 mM (0.266 mg mL−1) in DEPC water.
siRNA working concentration was set up at 0.03 mg mL−1. Anti-
mTOR antibody mouse IgG1 clone 6H9B10, anti-b-actin anti-
body mouse IgG2 clone 2F1-1 and goat anti-IgG mouse antibody
clone Poly4053, conjugated to HRP were acquired from BioL-
egend. Immobilon-FL PVDF, 0.45 mm membranes were ob-
tained from EMD Millipore USA. All other chemicals were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Cyanine dyes were
purchased from Lumiprobe. Paraformaldehyde (PFA), bovine
serum albumin (BSA), glucose, sucrose, AcONa, Hepes, DEPC
treated water, PBS, DMSO were purchase from Sigma-Aldrich®.
Potassium phosphate, EDTA and sodium chloride were from
PanReac.

Cell lines

A549 (ATCC CCL-185), H460 (ATCC HTB-177), A549GFP (previ-
ously engineered to constitutively express GFP), healthy bron-
chial epithelium cell line, BEAS 2B (ATCC® CCL-9609™), and
ARPE-19 (ATCC CRL-2302) cell lines were obtained from
ATCC. They were maintained in DMEM supplemented with
10% (v/v) heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, research
grade, HyCloneTM), 100 units per mL penicillin G, 100 mg
per mL streptomycin, and 2 mmol per L L-glutamine. All cells
were cultured at 37 °C, under a 5% CO2/95% air atmosphere
until 90% conuence before starting transfections.

Animals

C57BL/6 mice of 6–8 weeks were obtained from Envigo and
stabled under pathogen-free conditions in laminar ow boxes.
Maintenance and experiments were performed according to
corresponding guidelines of the Catalan Government (protocol
9938, approved by the “Direcció General del Medi Natural” from
the “Generalitat de Catalunya”).

Methods

OM-pBAE synthesis. C6 pBAE polymer was synthesized by
addition polymerization of 5-aminopenatol and hexylamine to
1,4-butendiol diacrylate using a slight excess of diacrylate (0.5 :
0.5 : 1.2 molar ratio), as we described previously.28,39,70 Oligo-
peptide end-modied pBAE were obtained by end-modication
of acrylate-terminated C6 polymer with thiol-terminated oligo-
peptide at a molar ration of 1 : 2.5 in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). The mixture was stirred overnight at room tempera-
ture. The resulting polymer was precipitated in a mixture 7 : 3 v/
v of diethyl ether/acetone. For the synthesis of anisamide-
functionalized polymers (AA-pBAE in the following), a Schot-
ten–Baumann reaction was rst performed. The 4-methox-
ybenzoyl chloride (0.0125 mol), dissolved in 1.25 mL of THF,
was added to a stirred solution of 6-aminocaproic acid (0.0125
mol) in 25 mL of NaOH 1 M. The pH was kept constant between
9 and 11 adding more NaOH if it was necessary. Aer 2 h, the
nal product was precipitated by acidication (until pH 1–2) of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the medium adding concentrated hydrochloric acid. Then was
ltered, washed with water and air-dried. Following, a Steglish
esterication between this intermediate and the C6 polymer
was performed. The C6 pBAE (300 mg), without oligo-peptide
end modied, was dissolved in 2 mL of dichloromethane
anhydrous (solution 1). The resulting acid from the Schotten–
Bauman Reaction (94.75 mg), previously dissolved in 2 mL of
dichloromethane anhydrous, and DMAP (small quantity) was
added to the solution 1 and mixed for 5′ until dissolution. DCC
(90.5 mg) was dissolved in 2 mL of dichloromethane anhydrous.
Both solutions were put in the fridge for 15–30′. Aer the
required time, the DCC solution was added to the other solution
and were stirred overnight at 25 °C in N2 atmosphere. The
resulting product was ltered and dried. All the polymers and
intermediate products were characterized by 1H-NMR (see
spectra on Fig. S1–S6, from ESI†). Final polymers were dried
overnight and dissolved in DMSO in order to obtain a solution
of 100 mg mL−1.

Nanoparticle preparation and characterization. Nano-
particles were prepared as described before, using OM-pBAE
polymers synthesized also as described before.35 In brief,
a combination of 60% C6CK3 and 40% C6CH3 pBAEs was
diluted in sodium acetate buffer 12.5 mM from 100 mg mL−1

(stock in DMSO) to 12.5 mg mL−1 and mixed with the same
volume of 0.5 mg mL−1 plasmid or siRNA, also dissolved in the
same buffer. The mixture was incubated for 30 min at 25 °C.
Following, it was precipitated in a same volume of RNAse free
water and an equivalent volume of Hepes 20 mM + 4 wt%
sucrose was added. Then, nanoparticles were freeze-dried, and
the lyophilized powder was kept at−20 °C until use, when it was
reconstituted with DEPC water. Electrophoretic mobility shi
assays (EMSA) were performed to test the complexation capacity
of our polymers, by using a 2.5% agarose gel and detecting the
Entrapment efficiency ð%Þ ¼ Total amount of entrapped siRNA

Total amount of siRNA added to the formulation
� 100 (1)

Loading capacity ð%Þ ¼ Total amount of entrapped siRNA

Total amount of polymer forming NPs
� 100 (2)
siRNA through UV light by adding 0.4% (v/v) ethidium bromide
during the gelation. Different N/P ratios (siRNA/pBAE) were
tested, with a previous incubation of the particles with FBS in
some cases. 10 mL of NPs (equivalent to 0.6 mg siRNA per well)
were prepared and incubated either with water or FBS for
10 min at 37 °C, to study stability of the complexes in protein
media. Next, 2 mL of loading buffer + 2 mL of ethidium bromide
(diluted previously 1/10) were added to each sample and
samples loaded into gel wells. Gel was run from 1 h at 120 V and
samples were detected using a transilluminator. EMSA gels
were also used to assess the protection from nucleases. This was
a modied test from the conventional EMSA assay, were
samples, before gel running, were treated. In brief, 1 mL per
sample at 10 mg mL−1 was incubated with 1 U per mL of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ribonuclease A, for 15 min ± 10 mg mL−1 dextran sulphate to
dissociate the complexes for 10 min further, samples were run
in the gel. Nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter (nm), poly-
dispersity index (PDI) and surface charge were analyzed through
dynamic light scattering (DLS; ZetaSizer Nano ZS, Malvern),
taking measures at 25 °C, with a 633 nm laser wavelength and
173° detector. For size measurements, nanoparticles were
measured at 0.25 mg mL−1, while 1/10 dilution with water was
required for surface charge measurement. Three measurements
of each nanoparticle batch were measured. Results correspond
to mean ± standard deviation. Nanoparticle hard core sphere
size and geometry was determined by transmission electron
microscopy, using a Jeol 1400 TEM. Samples were placed in
a cooper-coated carbon grid and negatively stained by 1 min
incubation with uranyl acetate. Image analysis was performed
using ImageJ soware, to measure nanoparticles diameter.
Further, size histograms were performed using GraphPad
Prism. siRNA encapsulation was measured through Quanti-It
RiboGreen RNA assay kit (ThermoFisher Scientic), following
manufacturer's instructions. Entrapment efficiency (%) and
loading capacity (%) were calculated as indicated in eqn (1) and
(2). siRNA protection from nucleases attack was studied by
incubating nanoparticles 30 min at 37 °C with 1 U of ribonu-
clease I (Sigma Aldrich)/mg siRNA and comparing the signal
with that of nanoparticles non-incubated with ribonuclease.
Agarose electrophoresis (2% agarose gel) was run to qualita-
tively analyze the result. Naked siRNA and siRNA-loaded NPs
were tested aer treatment with dextran sulfate (DS), to disso-
ciate the complexes and further treatment with RNAses.
Following, band were analyzed using ImageJ soware to quan-
tify the percentage of siRNA protection, as previously
described.47 Three replicates were studied individually, and
results correspond to the mean value ± standard deviation.
In vitro viability studies. First, nanoparticles cell compati-
bility was tested in cell cultures. Cells were seeded in a 96-well
plate at 90% conuence, 24 h before starting the experiment.
Cells were incubated with increasing amounts of siRNA-
encapsulated in NPs and with Lipofectamine 2000 as positive
control (ThermoFisher Scientic, Spain). siRNA concentrations
were selected based on previous studies and correspond to the
minimum concentration required to achieve transfection. Non-
treated cells were used as negative controls (100% viability). In
vitro cell viability was evaluated through quantication of cell
metabolic activity, by using MTT colorimetric assay, as we
described before.35 Briey, nanoparticles were incubated for
48 h with cells. Aer this time, media was removed and replaced
with 0.5 mg mL−1 MTT in complete media and further
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001 | 29997
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incubated for around 3 h. Following, media was removed and
formazan crystals were dissolved in 100 mL DMSO. Absorbance
was quantied at 570 nm, using a plate reader (SpectraMax M5,
Molecular Devices). Results are expressed as percentage of
viable cells as related to non-treated cells (100% viability). Then,
blood compatibility was tested using blood from healthy
donors. Briey, whole blood was centrifuged at 3000 rpm, for
10 min, at 4 °C and the pellet resuspended in PBS to achieve an
erythrocyte concentration of around 8 × 109 cells per mL. 100
mL of each sample to test were incubated with 10 mL of eryth-
rocytes dispersion, for the required time to test, at 37 °C. Aer
this time, samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm, 10 min, at 4 °C
and supernatants were spectroscopically analyzed at 540 nm to
measure the absorbance. Percentage of hemolysis was per-
formed normalizing relative absorbance units with a negative
control (PBS) and a positive control (Milli-Q water). A triplicate
was performed for each sample.

In vitro uptake and transfection efficiency using a reporter
gene. Cells were seeded either in a 96-well plate or in glass
copper slices placed in a 6-well plate, previously coated with
0.1% gelatin solution; at 90% conuence, 24 h before starting
the experiment. Nanoparticles were incubated with cells for
either 4 h, 24 h or 48 h, to determine cell uptake and trans-
fection efficiency. Nanoparticles uptake, using cyanine-3
labelled nucleic acid and cyanine-5 labelled polymer and
transfection efficiency, by using GFP as a reporter gene, were
determined. Qualitative studies were carried out by Leica TCS
SP8 laser-scanning confocal spectral microscope (Leica Micro-
systems Heidelberg, Manheim, Germany) with argon and HeNe
lasers attached to a Leica DMi8 S platform inverted microscope.
For visualization of the nanoparticles uptake and transfection,
images were acquired using an APO 40× objective lens.
Numerical aperture 1.4; 405, 488, 528 and 633 nm laser lines,
acoustic beam splitter as beam splitter, emission detected in
the range of 410–430; 500–520; 535–580 and 645–660 nm and
the confocal pinhole set at 1 Airy units, nuclei were stained by
5 min incubation with DAPI and further mounting the copper
slices in a glass slide. Flow cytometry (Novocyte, ACEA Biosci-
ence) was used to quantify uptake and transfection efficiency.
Briey, at the end of the experiment, cells were trypsinized and
xed with 1% paraformaldehyde. At least 2000 cells were
analyzed for each well. Results correspond to the mean ±

standard deviation of at least three independent transfections,
each consisting on an experiment triplicate. Additionally, AA-
pBAE polymers selectivity was also tested by reporter gene
transfection studies. In that case, BEAS-2B cells were used as
a non-targeting cell line, while A549 and H460 were used as
models of tumor cells. NPs encapsulated a plasmid encoding
for GFP (pGFP) and transfection efficiency was quantied by
ow cytometry of GFP+ cells.

In vitro transfection efficiency by western blot analysis.
Western analysis was performed in order to evaluate the mTOR
silencing efficiency of our nanoparticles. Aer incubating
samples with cells for 48 h, cell culture media was removed and
cells were washed with PBS. Then, cold RIPA was added as lysis
buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 1 wt% TritonX100, 0.1 wt%
SDS; ltered) and incubated around 5 min, until cells were not
29998 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 29986–30001
observed. Following, lysates were centrifuged at maximum
speed, for 20 min, at 4 °C, and supernatants were taken for
protein quantication using the BCA Protein Assay kit from
Pierce, following supplier's instructions. Following, a 7%
agarose gel was prepared, where 50 mg sample (in 48 mL) + 12 mL
charge buffer 5× were added, aer 10 min protein denatural-
ization in a 95 °C batch. Electrophoresis was run for 90 min, at
180 V, in electrophoresis buffer. PVDF membranes were
humidied 30 seconds in pure methanol and equilibrated,
together with transfer paper blot, with transfer buffer (25 mM
Tris, 0.0144 w/v% glycine, 0.1 w/v% SDS, 5 v/v% methanol) for
30 min and components were mounted to transfer the proteins
from the gel to the PVDF membrane. Aer transference,
membrane was cut to detect in parallel mTOR protein (MW =

290 kDa) and b-actin (42 kDa). Membranes were incubated with
blocking buffer (5 w/v% powder milk in PBST – 0.1 w/v% Tween
20 in PBS) for 2 h. Aer, they were incubated with the primary
antibody (anti-mTOR diluted 1/1000 and anti-actin diluted 1/
500) in blocking buffer overnight, at 4 °C. Following,
a washing step was performed by incubating membranes with
PBST for 10 min, three times. Finally, membranes were incu-
bated with anti-IgG secondary antibody, conjugated with HRP
in a 1/25 000 dilution for 1 h under agitation to further detect
the chemoluminescence (ImageQuant LAS 400 mini), aer the
incubation for 5 min of luminol substrate (Thermo Scientic
Pierce). ImageJ was used to quantify mTOR silencing by
measuring the bands intensity.

In vivo tumor growth studies. Mice (n = 3) were intratumor
injected with 12.5 mg (50 mL) of mTOR siRNA nanoparticles.
Tumor volume was measured at different days, in comparison
to a non-treated group.

Statistical analysis. GraphPad Prism was used for statistical
analysis. 2-Way ANOVA was used to analyze signicant differ-
ences in physicochemical analyses. 1-Way ANOVA was used to
compare viability and transfection efficiency values of the
samples with the negative control. p value < 0.05 was considered
statistically signicant. Abbreviations used in the manuscript:
ns = no signicant differences; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p <
0.001; ****p < 0.0001.

Conclusions

In conclusion, in a context where safe and efficient intracellular
siRNA delivery remains still a challenging obstacle, the design of
novel delivery vectors is of key importance. In this work, we have
demonstrated, for the rst time, the advantages of adding ani-
samidemoiety to pBAE nanoparticles for the selective targeting of
tumor cells in oncogene silencing targeted therapies. Using siRNA
codifying for mTOR as a proof-of-concept, we have demonstrated
the potential of our targeted pBAE nanoparticles in producing
selective lung tumor cells death. Therefore, our nanoparticles
represent a promising novel therapy for NSCLC patients.
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